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RO~ANY PHONETIC~ AND ORTHOGRAPHY
Marcel Cortiade
A minute analysis of Romany dialects
leads to the follüwing conclusions. Setting
aside the recent European borrowings which
depend on the language of the country the
Roms live in, the apparently puzzling variety of the Romany dialects hides, at a deeper level, a broad common basis. The expression of this common basis differs dialectally in a limited set of principal correspondences, governed by consistent rules Cespecially: éh/s: éhavo/sava 'boy,child'; e/o:
sel/sol 'whrst~
velars/affricates before
fronr-vowels: kerav/éerav 'do, make'; soft
and dark l, and the pronunciation of the
postposition connected to nouns) as weIl as
in more numerous odd differences, each involvinb just one or a few words (sunav/asunav '1 heur, listen', biav /abiav 'weddin~
si l/sul 'cold'; vazdav /vaiëïa\l'I raise'
and so forth). The numerous transcripti~nal
systems in use at present rely upon the immediate, surface realization of the sounds.
This uselessly stresses the dialectal differences (lehke/lese/leée 'his') and, for
lack of sorne expressive-means proper to the
spoken language, induces in writing a chaos
which does not exist in speech. Nearly ten
years of experience in southern Yugoslavia,
an are a where Romany dialects of aIl kinds
are in century-old contact, led me to the
use of what l calJ "maskarutno lekhipa" 1
(middle spelling) which renders in writing
the deeper basis which is common to aIl
dialects by means of a common spelling of
the consistent correspondences. The transition to the strict pronunciation level is
~overned by a set of reading rules, very few
for each dialect, which bridge most of the
dialectal divergences. The other differences,
limited to one or a few words, are not worth
making a rule for and are written differently in each dialect (sil versus sul 'cold'
and so forth), since-rn any case-they usually do not Interfere with comprehension. This
way everyone reads as he speaks and every
dialect is fully respected, but the spelling
is broadly common, with minimal variance, to
a wide group of dialects.
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A uialectometrical approach confirms this
position, for it reveals that the rate of
commonality T of the dialects
which flucates between-71% and 93% if calculated on
the basis of the pronunciation of Swadesh's
(1951) word list (identical words get 4; for
every sound difference one is withdrawn),
reaches 88% to 95% if the four main systematic correspondences, which are not reflected in "middle spelling" are set aside. (81%
is usually taken as a border rate between
language and dialect; the T of French-Italian commonalities is 39%.)
Plain vowels a e i 0 u -- pronounced as
in the phonetic alphabet -- are distinguished from prejoticized ones:
a é 0 U,
which are usually just pronounced with an
initial y-sound, noted by the ciriklo
(hacek),v , but may fulfill other functions.
Besides these, three vowels are peculiar to
the Balkan dialects: y (like German Ü, only
in Turkish or Albanian borrowings), ~ ( a
high back unrounded vowel found especially
in Turkish and Rumanian borrowings, or accompanying syllabic r; in the variants gaja
and akaja of gaja 'this way', and akaja ---'thi~em.
,~represents
this same sound,
but very weakened or even unpronounced
[g'ja] [ak'ia]).
The fricatives are as follows: s z c [ts]
] [dz] s [sh] z [s of pleasure] é [ch] J
[j in lob]
(note that the-phonological features are rendered in print by shape features: broken shape = voiced; diagonal line=
plain fricative, not affricate; strike = position) and f, v, h and x [like the Scottish
loch-sound] .
Besides the plain occlusives p b t d k g
m and n (with its non-relevant variant ~ before a velar), which are pronounced as in
European non-Germanic languages, the Romany
language has three aspirated occlusives: ph
th kh and an aspirated affricate ch. The aspiration wavers sometimes arbitrarily from
one dialect to another:
one says (and
writes piko 'spike' usually, but also phiko,
pikho.
----(Orthography

continued on p. 3)
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ln some dialects velars k g kh change to
affricates é 5 éh before front vowels i and
e and before prejoticized vowels. Among
these dialects, there are some in which this
affrication does not concern the intermor-
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pUemic contact root + active verb enuing
(but the intermorphemic contacts root + plural or B-face ending of nouns and root =
passive ending of verbs follow this rule),
and others in which it does. Ho~ever, the
spelling k g kh is kept for aIl dialects.

'town'
'house'
lin
II
can
be
in [k]
'worm'
III
inseen'
see'
[kh]
(obI.
[kh]
[kh] [k]
'1
(ob!.
[g]
(will)
11)
[kh]
stem
lit
'eyes'
pl.)
[kh][éh]
(wi
stem)
'spike'
'hay'
type
[é]
[ch]
[ého]
[kh]
[g]
[g] pronounced
[kh]
lé]
lé]
'they
spelling
[éh]
[éh]
[éh]

fiomany dialects having just one kind of
r, rolled, write it r, while the dialects
which distinguish a rolled rand another
kind write the rolled one r-and the other
one rr, independently of the phonetic realization (retroflex, nasal, back tongued or
other) :
spelling

in type r

roj 'spoon'
rat 'blood'
Rom 'Gypsy'
phirav '1 wander'
marc 'bread'
éororipajéorolipa
éoripa 'theft'

spelling

'poverty'

in type rr

rroj
rat
Rrom
phirav
marro
corripa
éoripa

The Romany language has one l with two
variants: soft before front vowels and dark
before back vowels. The dark realization is
precluded before back vowels, which could
identify two phonemes. ln fact, this soft l
before back vowels appears only at the in-terphonemic border of I-final roots + a limited number of suffixes and endings, where
non-l-final roots take a y-sound when these
suff1xes or endings are attached, so that
one can consider that these suffixes and
endings begin with a prejoticized vowel or
that a y-sound remains at the end of the
root. Compare:
barD
kalo

'big'
'black'

bari
kali

baryol
kal'ol

[l'] denotes the soft 1.
The common spelling 01 fits both realizations, with the rule: "the prejoticized vowel sound like the corresponding plain vowel
after an 1- but softens the 1." The softening
of l in some cases is not common to aIl dialects. ln these cases, the éiriklo is
dropped: kalardijkalardi 'blackened', which
does not strike the eye as different, as
dropping or changing a letter would.
ln the same environment, some dialects
change the dental occlusives to affricates.

Again the prejoticized spelling covers aIl
the realizations: mat~l 'he gets drunk' from
mato, mati 'drunk"-rspronounced
[-tjol] or
[-éol ]. This is very common for the past
tense in [dj-] or[:i] according to the dialects. One common spelling dV covers aIl the
re~liza!ions: phirdomjphirdum [-djomj-djum]
[-:JOmj-:::lUm]
'1 wandered'; some dialects drop
the éiriklo: phirdom. Those dialects drop it
not only in d-class verbs but in l-class
verbs as weIl, keeping a dark 1: phirdom,
naslom "1 ran away" vers us phirdom, naslom
in other dialects.
A very small number of words con tain a
soft l before a back vowel. AlI are loanwords: hil~da '1000' (Macedonian hiljada),
filan 'somewhere" (Turkish filân -- soft l
~s
unusual in Turkish too, as is shown
by-the circumflex accent). International
words like filozofia, filologla have a middIe 2, while words like miliàni, medaliàni
are written with an i.
The j is used: 1) at the beginning of a
word: jekh 'one', jag 'fire', jov 'he'
(dial.r;-2) at the-end of a syITable: baj
'sleeve', muj 'face, mouth' , hasajmasqe-'as
a joke', rojpe (but also roipe) 'weeping';
3) between syllabic vowels, either of
akaja, mUjes8e, roja~. Wh en
which is an
one of the two vowels is an i, the y-sound
appears automatically, thus ls irrelevant
and not written: dia 'mother, , accus., plain
'mountain, , etc. ------

l:

Four very frequent words (a causative
suffix -akâr-, vakâr- 'to speak', (a):iukâr-j
asugâr- 'to wait', and (d)ikâr-jing~r=-'tO
hold') are written with â which covers the
realizations: a, e (both-with or without affrication of the preceding velar) and ~.
There is no prejoticized i in Romany, except initial in some dialects: jilo 'heart'
jiv 'snow', but the letter r is used model~
ing on the other prejoticized vowels: in dialects which are characterized by the affrication of the dental stop before i: butij
butr [-tij-éi] 'work'; morthi/morthl
(-thij
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-éhij 'skin, leather' , luludi/lulud'i [-di/
-Si] 'flower'. Compare with the B-éham 2
(oblique stem) and plural forms: but[ for
aIl dialects pronounced [-tja/-éa], mortha
[-thja/-éha], luluda [-dja/-5a]. Also dive/
dlve (and dé, d~s, etc.) 'day'; tiro/t~
(and to, te:- t'r, etc.) 'your'.
The Central European system of spirants
is phonetically as follows:

s
c
z

s'

S

c'

é

z'

Z

which can be identified term by term with
the Balkan system in the following way:

s

c
z

s
c
z

§

S

é

é

Z

Z

While ~ has no counterpart, s'and z' (often
assimilated to § and z respectivelY) always
correspond to Balkan ch and S , and c' appears when the Balkan-equivalent is a-t followed by a prejoticized vowel (arac'i =
erati/eratl 'yesterday'). As for the
one
can see that it is both the counterpart of
Balkan d + prejoticized vowel and a sound
peculiar to Rumanian, Turkish (through Rumanian) and Hungarian loanwords. ln the
first case it is written dV, as its origin
dictates, and in the second case dz or g
(both traditions exist). AlI the others-are
written as in the Balkan dialects, bearing
in mlnd that the pronunciation is:

i,

spelling

in Balkan
dialects

in Middle European
dialects

" Europe)s'
.5
S
z in
g
or
Middle
éh
éh (only
dj
z'
:5
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voiceless ([t]) in other positions: les8e
'to him', tu8ar 'from you', e bora8e~
the bride', ~ gaves8ar 'from-the village'.

ç is pronounced [ts] after Q: man~ar
'with me', romencar 'with the Gypsies',
amencar 'with usi;while in other positions
it m~y be pronounced according to the dialects [s], [h], [y] or mute: leça 'with him' ,
~ ~
'with the mother', ~
'with you'.
q represents a velar stop, pronounced,
similarly to the pattern of 8, voiced after
n ([g]) and voiceless ([k]) in other positions. ln addition to this, like k and g, it
may be turned into é and 5; further, when it
follows s (in the masculine singular) sorne
dialects drop it while others drop the s.
Taking into consideration the additional
fact that sorne dialects assimilate the group
[ng] to [ny] (as they assimilate the group
[nd] to [n Jin the case of -n8-), there are
around twelve kinds of realizations of this
postposition connected to the different Béham endings, the most common of which are:
-Vke, -ske, -nge -vé, -se, -eée, -hée, -hke,
-nje, -nIe. B~alr-of
them are covered by
the single qe form. (V symbolizes a vowel. )
The possessive adjectival postposition is
built from qe, replacing e by a vowel which
agrees with~he
element expressing the possessed beiog (this vowel can be 0, i, a or
e) and has three possible lengths: qV, qrV
or qVrV. Taking into consideration the affrication, s-dropping, q-dropping, ng assimilation to ny, etc., around one hundred
forms are possible, 84 of which have been
used in speech. The spelling of this postposition under 12 forms (i.e., 4 possible
vowels times 3 possible lengths) represents
a noticeable unification which still allows
the natural pronunciation of every dialect
to be maintained.
The postpositional graphemes 8, ~ and q
fulfill three functions:

Another important source of divergences
lies in the postpositions. The Romany language, like most Northern Indian languages,
has a set of postpositions, which are sometimes abusively assimilated to case endings ..
ln fact every noun (sensu lato) has just
two basic forms for both the singular and
the plural: the A-éham (nGminative stem)
and the B-éham (oblique stem). The A-éham is
used as a subject or after prepositions-while the B-éham is attached to postpositions. The direct object is generally in Aéham for inanimate nouns and in B-éham for
animate ones.
fostpositions are: 8e (var. 8i, 8t), 8ar
(var. 8a in sorneparts of Greece and Albania,
8ar and Sir in northern Soviet Union),
1a/çar, qe and the possessive adjectival
postposition, which is built out of qe.
S is a dental stop pronounced voiced after n (i.e., [d]): man8e 'to me', romen8ar
'from the Gypsies', amenSe 'to us'; and

- a phonological function:
They express,
especially 8 and q, one frame of consonant, leaving open sorne features (voicing, affricateness).
- a morphological function:
ln spi te of
the variants, they show the nature of
the postposition, and even its meaning.
- a prosodie function:
They show the border of the word they are postposed to
and indicate that its final syllable is
stressed.
Otherwise the stress always faIls on the
last syllable of the word, except if noted
by means of the grave accent'.
ln the Aéham of loanwords, the stress usually falls
on a non-final syllable and must them be indicated; it often has a function of morphological opposition: màéka 'cat' (maé
stressed) - A-éham / maéka (ka stressed) B-éham.

(Orthography

continued on p. 8)
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The vocative form is not really a peculiar one, except in words of Slavonic origin
which have kept the Slavonic
vocative ending -0: Dùda - voc. Dudo! (the exclamation
mark is as a rule attached to the end of the
vocative). For common nouns, a strengthening
particle may be added: maékoJne.
ln loanwords, the vocative as a rule is
identical to the A-éham: Ismet!, miko!, Arifa!, possibly dropping the final a: Safi!
Zejnep! (from Safla, Zejnèpa).
To build their vocatives, gp.nuine Romany
words attach a special particle:
-la or
!ana to the A-éham or B-éham for masculine
words (except for the ones ending in 0,
which build it exclusively from the B~éham:
5amutre!a 'son-in-Iaw'; otherwise: rom~
and rome!a, kher!a and khere!a); -!e-or-!ene to the A-éham of feminine words:
romnT!e, phuv!ene-'old woman!'; -!len to the
plural A-éham of both genders; phraIa!len
'brothers-!-'-,-phena!len'sisters!'. On occasion the intonation is enough to express
the vocative.
The vocative mark (!) lulfills the same
three functions as 8, ~ and q: phqnological
(it is pronounced lyl lntervocalically while
it is mute in other positions), morphological and prosodic (it indicates that the
stem-final syllable is stressed).
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(Archives continued from p. 7)
"Growing Up to Travel: The Enculturation of Itinerant Children in Western
France." Oakdale, NY: Dowling College, 1979.
34 pp.
. "Traveling for 'Fun' or Profit: Economic Adaptation of Itinerant Manouches
(Sinti) Gypsies and Carnival People in
France." n.d. 14 pp.
Si lverman, Carol. "Everyday Drama: Impression Management of Urban Gypsies." Eugene,
OR: Univ. of Oregon, 1983. 32 pp.
Weckman, Saga. "Researching Finnish Gypsies:
Advice from a Gypsy." Paper read at XI International Congress of Anthropological and
Ethnological Sciences, Quebec, Canada, August 1983. 6 pp.
Newspaper and newsmagazine

articles

Irish Times 1982-84: 30 items
MIIWau~WI)
Journal 1973-82: 19 items
Milwaukee (WI) Sentinel 1976-82: 9 items
New Statesman 1980-81: 4 items
ObServer (London, Eng.) 1978-82: 2 items
Sunday Record (Newburgh, NY) 1981: 4 items
Wall Street Journal 1976-78: 2 items
Reviews of film "Angelo, My Love": 5 items
Reviews of film "Tenderness and Anger": 2
items.

VIDEOTAPE
Notes
1 Formed from the Hindi lekhana; Sanskrit
lekha.
----2-Sanskrit éham 'stem'.
Reference cited
Swadesh, Morris. 1952. "Lexicostatistic Dating of Prehistoric Ethnic Contacts." Proceedings of the American Philosophica-l-Society 96: 452-463.
.. Marcel Cortiade has dope field work on
Balkanic Romani dialects, especially in
southern Yugoslavia. A translator at the
French Embassy, Tirana, Albania, Cortiade is
completing his doctoral dissertation on the
recent emergence of Romani poetry in Kosovo,
Macedonia.

A dance demonstration by Gusztav Balâzs
of Hungarian Gypsy dance as weIl as a folk
dance cycle of Szatmar, Hungary. is available from American Hungarian Folklore Centrum, Box 262, Bogota, NJ 07603. Price $60
plus $1 shipping and handling.
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['l'hisessay was wri tten as an Englishlanguage introduction to Cortiade's Romani
Fonetika thai Lekhipa (Filan than: the author, 198~The
system of orthography discussed here is utilized in that work and in
the Romani-language poetry published with
Cortiade's aid (see Recent Publications
Newsletter 7(2) :8). We wish to thank Vi~tor
Friedman and Dana McDaniel for their editorial assistance. -- Eds.]
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